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8.4 Fig19D [make inferences/draw conclusions about elements of poetry]  
  
15   The staircase is important to the poem, “Mother to Son”, because it represents -  

A   the socioeconomic status of black people  

B   the challenging journey of life  

C   a mother’s advice to her son  

D   a son’s desire to give up  

  
 
 

  
8.8A [explain the effect of similes and extended metaphors]  

  
16   The poet in “Mother to Son” uses strong action verbs in lines 9 through 11 in order to -  
  

F   describe the dilapidated conditions of the staircase  

G   explain the reasons for climbing the staircase  

H   depict the path the speaker travels  

J   simulate the action of climbing the stairs  

  
 
 
 
 
8.9F [analyze author’s use of mood]  
  
17   What mood do the last 4 lines of the poem, “Mother to Son”, convey?   

  

A   challenging and demanding    

B   gloomy and depressed   

C   enthusiastic and excited   

D   inspiring and encouraging  

  

Use “Mother to Son” to answer questions 15 – 21. Then fill in the answers on your 
answer document. 
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8.8 Fig19D [inference/conclusion and provide evidence from text to support   
                   understanding]  
  
18   Which line from the poem best shows the mother’s determination to persevere?  

  

F   “Well, son, I’ll tell you:”     

G   “And boards torn up,”  

H   “I’se been a-climbin’ on,”     

J   “Cause you find it’s kinder hard.”  

  
  
8.Fig19C [make textual and world connections]  
  
19   With which of the following statements would the speaker of the poem most   
       likely agree?  
  

A   If I can continue to try, then so can you.  

B   If you want nice things, you have to work hard.  

C   If your home is in disrepair start with the interior.  

D   If life becomes difficult, walk away from the struggle.     

  
  
  
8.Fig19C [make textual and world connections]  
  
20   Which quote from the poem most strongly supports the answer to question 18?   
  

F   “Well, son, I’ll tell you; / Life form me ain’t been no crystal stair.”  

G   “And places with no carpet on the floor - / Bare.”  

H   “And sometimes goin’ in the dark / Where there ain’t no light.”  

J   “Don’t you fall now - / For I,se still goin’, honey,”     

 

8.8 Fig19D [make inferences/draw conclusions about sensory language and provide textual 
evidence to support understanding]  
  
21   The language in lines 9 through 13 in the poem is used to emphasize -   
  

A   speaker’s origin    

B   location of speaker’s home      

C   speaker’s language      

D   mother’s feelings toward her son   


